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Guide4Mentors
In our last project period, we will complete Guide4Mentors. The
Guide4Mentors will provide the knowledge for a quality mentorship and will
enable business professionals and experienced entrepreneurs to act as
mentors who share their expertise and provide guidance on multiple
perspectives to the second–time entrepreneurs. It is designed to be a
reference guide for mentors and one that they can refer back to later for
deeper clarity and understanding. The content of the guide will be suitable
both for beginners as well as for already experienced entrepreneurs because it
contains materials and information needed at the initial level of mentorship as
well as at a higher one. The guide will be designed in a format that allows it to
be used into separate parts, depending on users’ needs.

Guide to second-chance entrepreneurs’ success
The Guide to second-chance entrepreneurs’ success enhances the basic skills
to start a business plan and to add additional value with the specific aspects of
starting over. It provides unsuccessful entrepreneurs the knowledge and skills
that they lacked during their first try. The guide will support second-chance
entrepreneurs surmount societal attitudes and find the right stimulus and
motivation.
The guide will be divided into sections that allow it to be used in parts
depending on users’ needs. And it will consist of the following:
1.
How to start again?
2.
2. Essentials of second–chance entrepreneurship including a tutorial for
starting a business.
3. Local resources and regulations.
Although it will be specifically targeted to unsuccessful entrepreneurs, it could
be of use also to young or experienced entrepreneurs.
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Small scale conferences
Small scale conferences will be conducted in November 2019 by six project
partners in 5 countries— Bulgaria, Croatia, Italy, Malta, and the Netherlands.
The content of the conferences will include a presentation of the project’s
intellectual outputs, group discussion, practical exercises, networking session
and storytelling. Each conference is aimed at the second-time and
underperforming entrepreneurs, successful entrepreneurs and professionals,
SME owners, and VET providers.

Final Project Conference
The final Conference will be conducted in Poland on 12th of December. During
the Conference, project topics will be presented, as well as the project outputs:
Research on behavioural attitudes towards second-chance entrepreneurship;
Online self-assessment tool; Guide4mentors; Guide to second-chance entrepreneurs’ success.

Fourth Project Partners meeting
The fourth Partner Meeting of
the 2REVIVE project took place
on 4th & 5th of July 2019 in
Enna, Italy. It was hosted by
the Italian partners, PRISM.
The meeting was opened with
an overview of the agenda and
each Project Partner presented
their Country report results
regarding
the
project
implementation in Poland, Bulgaria, Malta, Croatia, Italy and the Netherlands.

Following this, the participants reviewed the overall performance, the
cooperation and the communication between the consortium members. For
the rest of the day, all partners were very active in discussing finalisation of IO2
– the Online self-assessment tool.
The partners proceeded with planning future activities related to IO3 – Guide
for Mentors and IO4 – Guide for second chance entrepreneurs. Also, all the
partners were very active in discussing the Small scale conferences and Final
project conference which will be held in November and December 2019
respectively.
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